ANKER Euro Cash Cassette ECC

Ready for any currency

Technical data

Our ANKER Euro Cash Cassette ECC is based on the same concept
as the SCC. The difference is its size and the split of the coin and note
compartments. This cash cassette is the plastic cassette with the largest
capacity in our portfolio. Due to its configuration, it provides space
available for all currencies and can hold a large volume of change.

Width
Height Depth
Weight
482 mm 100 mm 175 mm 1,9 kg

The ECC is also flexible in terms of the closing variant. As it is electronically controlled and opened by the cash register system, it can be
completely used without a lock, if required. The ECC can be used with a
quality lock, various, specifi c locking mechanisms or without a lock. For
straightforward manual opening of the cassette, products are available
for you, such as our manual opening trigger. An optional security key lock
offers you additional security.
The cassette recently proved its unsurpassed quality once again, while
achieving over 4.2 million openings without problems in a test conducted by
an independent institute.

Interface
compatible with
all systems

› Up to nine coin compartments
› Larger volume for higher cash holdings
› Individually insertable coin compartments
› Voucher slot
› Usable without a lock

Cassette with
9 coin compartements
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All currencies intelligently stored
Up to nine coin compartments, six note compartments and a voucher
compartment are available. The voucher slot on the front of the ECC
allows you to securely insert and store vouchers, without opening the
cash cassette. The note compartment can additionally be protected from
unauthorised access with a cover.

Locked cassette

The ANKER principle: Separate base plate and cash cassette
The ECC system comprises of a based plate and cash cassette. The
base is securely mounted on the cash counter as an electronical trigger
unit. The cash cassette can be taken out completely. This guarantees
secure transport of your cash holdings in a fully-functional cash cassette,
completely without additional lids and locks. The simple system for the
removal of the cassette also enables a extremely quick and secure
change of the cashier: log-off, unlock and go.
Compatible with all well-established cash register systems
All conventional cash register systems are compatible with the ECC.
For a system change, you only need to replace the cable or the base.
The cassette can be used unchanged.
Fitted cassette

Customised confi guration with coin
compartments

Varianten

Base

Colour
RAL 7021
RAL 9002

Stands

Keyboards

Customer
Displays

Voltage
12, 24, 36 V

Closure with
lock/without
lock

Material
ABS plastic

Ausführliche Informationen
FindLösungen:
out more:
zu unseren
www.aks-anker.com
www.aks-anker.de/loesungen
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